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What is column matrix with example

Find X such that P-Q+X*O where P=
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Part A

Answer any ten questions.

Each question carries 2 marks.

[i:] 
Q 

L:,T]

1.

2.

J. 1 2 -31
-1 2 4l
2 1 6l

atrix method

Evaluate

What is m4.

5

Find the rank of the matrix

6. What is input output matrix

7 ^ Hxamine the meaning and significance of input output analysis

B. Cornment on he economic application of input output analysis

o."'' 
Test the Hawkins Simon condition for the technological matrix

What do you mean by optirnal solution

What is dual problem in linear programming problem.

Solve 4x+3=7

[l z;]
L, 4 6

[- 
0., o.n 

I
L 0.3 0.5 J

10.

11 .

12.
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( 1 0x2=20)

13. Explain different types of vector$.

Fart B

Answer any six questions.

Each question carries 5 marks.

skew symmetric exarnple

show that Adj A= 3 At

-2-|
*2 

I1l

sy

i6' 
Find the inverse of 12 -3.I

L4 -1J
17 " Analyse the scope of input output analysis

18. What are the basic assumptions in linear prCIgraftlming problem.

14. Define

15

lf A=

20.

21 .

mmetric and

*1 *2
21
3*2

^\,

19. A manufacturer of furniture makes two products chairs and tables.Processing of these products is done

on two machines A and B.A chair requires 2 hours on machine A and 6 hours on machine B.A table

requires 5 hours on machine A and no time on machine B.There are 16 hours of time per day available

on machine A and 13 hours on machine B.Profit gained by the manufacturer from a chair is Rs.2 and

from a table is Rs.5 respectively .Formulate the problem into a L.P.P inorder to maximise the total

profit.

Solve 4x2-9=0

Solve x+y=]2 , x2+y2=74

(6x $=30)

Part C

Answer any two questions,

Each question carries 15 marks.

22. Solve the system of equations5x-6y+42=15 ,7x+4y-32=19, 2x+y+62=46 using Cramer's rule

using

23. Solve Min Z= -x+2y

subject to -x+3yS10

x-y12
x+y(6
x,y) 0
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24.

25.

$olve
fi ^*'tt u -- l 3n ^* 4',(i) -T[=? and 3Iiq=x-1CI

(ii)In-l=$ and i-t!=1
'naDyn

Solve 2x-y+7=3

x+3y-2 z*11

3x*2Y+z=4

(2 x 1 5*30)
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